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The curve (TCC) is, over most of the 011t1)tltrange, a )OSitivCIy Sloping
straight line whose intercept on the Cost axisrepresents the total fixed
cost. At some high level of operation it is assumed that the total combined
cost curve ceases to be linear and bends upward. Marginal andaverage
variable cost coincide until the level ofoutput that utilizes all segments
is attained; at this output, thetwo curves diverge. The average combined
cost curve lies above the marginal costcurve over the low ranges of
output and is eventually intersected by the marginalcost curve at its
nhlnimum point.
Two alternative models of short-runcost functions have l)een con-
siclered: in one the totalcost curve is a cubic curve; in the other thecurve
is linear until someextreme level of output is reached. The statistical
analysis of cost data that follows is designedto indicate which type of
theoretically postulated behavior is consistentwith the cost behavior
of the plant studied during theperiod of observation. Before discussing
our methods and findings, we examine certainsources of divergence
between these theoreticalcost functions and their empiricalcounter-
parts.
2Sources of Divergence ofEmpirical from
Theoretical Static Cost Functions
In attempting to deterniineempirical cost functions thatare the strict
counterparts of those specified in the static theoryof cost, several difh-
culties were encountered. First,it was not possibleto include all costs
in combined cost. The difficultyof allocating thecost attributable to
jointly produced articlesnecessitated the omission of certainelements.
Furthermore, the cost accountingin formation availablemay not be
sufficiently accurate torepresent faithfully the costs actually incurred.
Second, the idealized conditionsof production visualized in theorywill
not be fulfilled in any concrete situation.Not only is it sometimes impos-
sible, for technicalreasons, to make the continuous adjustmentof the
variable factors hypothesized, butalso managerial inertiaor other rigidi-
ties may be sufTIcientto hinder adjustment to changedconditions. It is
perhaps to be expected thattheoretical curves intendedto be generally
descriptive in a qualitativeense of all cost functions will neglect,for the sake of smphcity, therigidities that may bepeculiar to given indus-
tries or firms. Rigidities, howeversmall, will bea continuous source of
divergence whose influencecannot, practicably, be removedby statistical methods. This divergenceis accentuated by thedegree of the entre-
prene ur's knowledge concerningmarket and technicalconditions and his ability or willingnessto adjust operations in orderto attain for any output the minimumcost combination of factors, thebasic assumption
on which the theoretical model isdrawn up. Nevertheless,an empirical
8function derived from data for one particular enterprise necessarily
reflects the prevailing conditions of j)roduction in it, since these condi-
tions represent:tselection from among numerous possible forms of
organization. Whether the influence of rigidities is sufficientlygieat to
cause the shape of the empirical functions to differ essentially from the
theoretical functions can be ascertained only after continued research
in the field. Third, a set of problems arises from theattempt to approxi-
mate the static conditions assumed in theory. Any firm selected for study
operates in a changing environment to which it continually adjusts. Most
important are the variations in the prices of factors of production, which,
unlike the influence of rigidities, can be removed from thecost data by
a plOcess of 'deflation'.
In general, the divergence between the production process analyzed
and the theoretical situation assumed to existcan be minimized by three
methods: (i) careful selection of a sample, with due regard to both the
firm and the time period chosen, in order to reduce the influence of
dynamic elements;(2)rectification of the data to remove directly the
influence of disturbing factors that could be measured adequately; (3)
multiple correlation analysis of the relation between cost and other
variables whose influence was not directly measurable, in order toexam-
ine and remove their effects.
The application of these three methods is discussed in Sections3, 4,
and 5. The statistical findings are presented in Section 6 and their validity
appraised in Section7. The concluding section attempts to interpret
and qualify the findings, reconciling them with the results prescribed by
the static theory of cost behavior.
3Collection of Data
It is much easier to isolate the relation between cost and output if the
observations in the statistical sample are as free as possible from the influ-
ence of other variables affecting cost. We were fortunate, in this regard,
to secure the active cooperation of a leather transmission belting manu-
facturer, one of whose plants met our sam1)hng requirements admirably.
In addition, the nature of the accounting data of the firm facilitated
statistical analysis, since costs were kept in considerable detail as totals
of expense for four-week accounting periods. Complete records of output
measured in several different ways were available, as well as supple.
mentary information concerning operating conditions affecting costs.
All these records were comparable for several years.
The assumption, discussed above, under which short-run cost curves
are drawn is that changes in the rate at which the plant is utilized are not
accompanied by changes in the scale of the plant, in the technical meth-
ods of production, or in prices of input factors sufficiently great to induce
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